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ALL-IN VACATIONS
FOR FAMILIES WITH
A SERIOUSLY ILL CHILD

Beyond the Moon
gives hope, energy and joy.
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WE LOOK BACK TO A YEAR
WITH MANY HAPPY FACES
The year 2018 was successful in many respects, including 55 family files, of which we
unfortunately had to cancel five family vacations, either due to a new medical treatment or to
the premature passing away of the sick child. This represents many families and it also means
that we had to raise a lot of funds to cover the costs for these family vacations. The families
feedback and the reactions of our sponsors were heartwarming and motivating.
We are very grateful for both the large and small actions that were held for Beyond the Moon.
Since we do not claim any government support, we absolutely need the support of individuals,
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One of the many highlights in 2018 was our first "Family-Fun-Food Day" at Center Parcs
Erperheide. It was a cheerful day that we have framed. Did you miss it? Don't worry, because
in 2020 we will organise a festive family day on the occasion of our 15th anniversary! (The
precise date will be communicated in due course.)
Self-assessment and continuous anticipation of the rapid changes in our society are also very
important to ensure the continuity of Beyond the Moon.
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In the meantime, in 2019, we will do our utmost best to a.o. keep up with fundraising, in order
to achieve our annual goal of a family holiday per week. We once again count on your support!
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This is what they say…
HEARTWARMING TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR FAMILY BOOK
The reason for our existence is above all to make families with a seriously ill child very happy. We do this while ensuring that they can
take a break during an unforgettable all-in family holiday, of which Beyond the Moon takes up the full cost and organisation from A to Z,
including all medical needs, if required. The families only need to pack their suitcases and enjoy valuable quality-time together at one of our
holiday partners (page 22).

EXPERIENCE SOMETHING TOGETHER AS A FAMILY
We left with little expectations. The day trip to 'Toverland' (Magic land) was the most beautiful
day of our holiday. At last, some time to experience something 'together' as a family. The pool
was nice for the kids and the peace in the forest and green surroundings did us good. We look
back on it with a smile.

SPEND PRECIOUS TIME TOGETHER
It was great to go on holiday after a year of hospital visits and rehabilitation! We spend precious
time together. Without Beyond the Moon, we probably wouldn't have dared or couldn't have
done this. We would like to thank you once again for this wonderful holiday, as everything was
fine. We will never forget it.

SMILES ON THEIR FACES
Thank you for giving us a break from our very hectic lives. It is easy to get caught up in our
everyday life with its responsibilities and commitments. It means a lot to spend some quality
time as a family in a hassle free environment, thanks to you. We will never forget the smiles on
our girls' faces when they went on the rides and met the Disney characters. Disneyland has
been on our bucket list for years and now we finally did it all, thanks to you.

NO WORRIES FOR ONCE
Our son did not know where we were going until 5 km from the destination. His face was worth
gold, he was so happy! Doing something together was a fantastic feeling. A very nice hotel, the
atmosphere, no worries for once and the smile of our son. Something we will remember for a
long time. A great gift, both in terms of feelings and financially in a very difficult period: heartwarming.

FEELING VERY FORTUNATE
We will forever cherish that he was feeling very fortunate. He was radiant. His brothers also
experienced the time of their lives, together with the Disney characters. Thank you very much, it
was great. To all sponsors and Beyond the Moon: you are all people with a golden heart. We
cannot thank you enough.
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IT FELT SO GOOD
We thank you from the bottom of our hearts for this wonderful stay in the Ardennes. It was
great! We had a lot of fun, especially the kids. It felt so good to be together. This was the
most beautiful gift given to our daughter and to all of us. It was amazing and unforgettable.
Thanks a million!

ENJOYED EVERY SECOND
It was the most beautiful and the most perfect vacation ever. We enjoyed every second of it.
The children were crazy about Bollo the Bear and every day they went to make a photo
together. They went swimming and bowling, they puttered around, they feed the animals and
flew on the pulley like Tarzan. Thank you for this beautiful top week!

BATTERIES ARE FULLY RELOADED
The village, the peace and quiet, the nature, the very beautiful bungalows are certainly an asset
to escape the daily grind of a sick child. Everyone enjoyed this wonderful holiday in their own
way. It was also very nice to benefit from the many arrangements, such as a filled refrigerator,
going out to the restaurant, the gourmet dish in the bungalow cared for in every detail, the bikes
on arrival, etc. We had never stayed this way and it was a lovely experience! The children were
very happy to go out for dinner and, here, they could also enjoy it to the fullest, as well as doing
nothing in the beautiful bungalow. Our batteries are fully reloaded. A big thank you!

MADE UP FOR LOST TIME
It was a week of family happiness. We didn't even move outside the park during the week.
There were lots of activities for the children, for young and old. Our son took advantage of
being 100% of the time with his sister. They made up for lost time in the hospital to our greatest
delight, us the parents. We had a great time together, which made us feel good and forget the
hospital. Thanks!

AWAY FROM THE DAILY GRIND
The view of the village was special. A beautiful green are with many hills. Wonderfully quiet and
also being together to enjoy each other. Outside the village, we visited the zoo that was an
unforgettable day. We also went to the swimming paradise near the village, which was fantastic
for all of us! We enjoyed being together and away from the daily grind.

A ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY
This trip was a perfect way to be in a place which was just magical. Watching the kids’
expressions with every ride, show or meeting with a Disney character was amazing. There, all
was forgotten and there was just pure joy. This was a once in a lifetime opportunity, which we
never dreamed of having. The children still talk about it today and keep referring to their
favourite moments. Thank you for this unique opportunity to just get away!
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THIS WAS THE FIRST TIME

It was great to be able to bring our daughter on a family holiday as this was the first time we
could do this since she was little. Beyond the Moon provided the facilities to make this possible.
We were able to sleep at night, knowing she was safe and comfortable in her hospital bed in
the bungalow. Having a hoist ment only one parent had to be available for our daughter’s
needs. We had great fun at Fota Wildlife park feeding the ducks and the hungry peacock.

VERY HAPPY TOGETHER
Our daughter's happiness was 10/10, despite her limited sight to 1/10. The pool was great. The
cottage was cozy. The food was delicious. The bikes were fun, as well as the mini golf. The
bowling was too dark for her. We were very happy together! Sunparks De Haan aan Zee is
highly recommended with all its facilities. Hopefully other sick children will enjoy it too. Thanks
for the perfect organisation and the friendly contact.

BROTHERS HUGGED TOGETHER
First time we (as a family) had the opportunity to be together on holiday. Out of the 47 times
that our little boy had to board a plane, this was the only time that he did not board a plane to
undergo treatment. No hospitals, no medication and no suffering. Seeing the brothers hugged
together made us cry and we cherished the time spent together. We had a jam-packed holiday
which left us little time to remember the pain. The rides, the help and comfort was excellent and
a moment to remember forever.

IT WAS A GREAT HOLIDAY
We made a walk to the tri-border area of Belgium, The Netherlands and Germany. For the first
time, our son played golf and he liked it very much. We cycled, went to the swimming pool,
played bowling and enjoyed the delicious meals. It was a great holiday!

”You truly made a
big difference in our lives.”
We will always cherish the relaxed time we spent together. Not only looking after our
daughter (medical way), but actually being together as a family and doing all the fun
stuff like swimming, playing in the play zone, dining together, cycling and walking in the
forest, playing board games in a lovely and comfortable bungalow. All outside our usual
routine. It was a deep breath and a refreshing change for all of us. We would like to
thank you from the bottom of our hearts for what you do, for choosing us, for giving our
family the rare opportunity to enjoy time together, especially in such an amazing place.
Thank you, you truly made a big difference to our lives.
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Testimonial from hospitals and a foundation
Beyond the Moon collaborates with professors, doctors and other healthcare professionals in various hospitals and hospices in
Belgium and abroad, who send us family applications spontaneously or at Beyond the Moon's request. Thanks to their medical
background and knowledge, they help us find the families with a sick child who, based on our selection criteria, are eligible for a
Beyond the Moon vacation. Also, associations that do not organise family vacations themselves can apply for families. According
to the funds, available by country, families in the respective country are selected.

PUTTINU CARES WARD - SIR ANTHONY MAMO ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL, MALTA
“Beyond the Moon brings hope and light through the tunnel, which seems to have
no end. You bring joy, smiles and family unity. In other words, Beyond the Moon
is the colour in the absence of light. Having a child with cancer or any other
serious disease is one of the hardest experiences a family might have. Knowing
that the child and family are chosen to go on a holiday is something unexpected
in this turmoil. They have something to look forward to in a desperate situation.
The Beyond the Moon vacation offers an opportunity for the whole family to be
united and a once in a lifetime positive experience, which engraves a nice
memory in a terrible moment.”

”Beyond the Moon is the colour
in the absence of light”
UNIVERSITÄTSKLINIKUM FRANKFURT DER GOETHE-UNIVERSITÄT, GERMANY
“Children with oncological and haematological diseases are treated in our clinic. Often children and their families leave the clinic in a good
condition. However, others spend many months and sometimes even years at the clinic.
Sometimes it is hard for them to remember that they are children, as they experience a
lot of restrictions. The disease and treatment overshadow their daily life. A Beyond the
Moon vacation enabled a couple of our patients and their families to experience
wonderful moments of joy and rest at Disneyland Paris or in a Center Parcs, reminding
them what life can be like, far away from this world of doctors, nurses and treatments.
We would like to thank you for giving our families the opportunity to benefit from your
offer. We always received an excellent feedback. We thank you so much for your
generosity and for the outstanding commitment of your team to enable the whole family
to experience positive moments.”

CLIONA’S FOUNDATION, IRELAND
This Irish association was founded by Brendan and Terry Ring after the death in 2006 of their 16-yearold daughter Cliona, due to a brain tumor. They provide a financial boost to parents of children with a
life-limiting condition. “We have had the great pleasure of nominating several families from Ireland to
benefit from a holiday with Beyond the Moon. The difference it has made to their lives is marvellous.
The smiling, carefree photos we’ve seen from the various families who have been on a holiday with this
great charity are so different to the real-life situations they find themselves in, while caring for a child
with a devastating illness. The break away from home gives the family a unique chance to just enjoy
themselves together as a normal family. Beyond the Moon is different from all the other charities who
offer to send families on holidays in that it accepts applications from families from countries other than
Belgium. This makes them quite unique.”
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IT WAS AMAZING
Thank you for the wonderful
experience and the unforgettable
memories. We are grateful for your
cooperation and responsiveness.
It was amazing!

Godmother Gella Vandecaveye
SINCE 2009 OUR CHARITY IS DEAR TO GELLA’S HEART
Since 1988, our godmother

"The heartwarming families‘

relative as compared to the

G e l l a Va n d e c a v e y e

testimonials are the main

serious problems, concerns

(Olympics ex-judo) and her

re a so n w h y w e re ma i n

and fears of these families. I

mentor Eddy Vinckier are as

voluntarily

and

live a privileged life and find

two peas in a pod and like

wholeheartedly committed to

it very important to be

inseparable Siamese twins.

this lovely charity. They are

socially engaged. My

FOCUS ON ‘FAMILY’

One rarely sees such a good

the proof that the funds are

commitment and dedication

It was a very nice and quiet family

as a volunteer for Beyond

holiday, with focus on ‘family’. It was a

the Moon have made my life

lovely holiday village and concept.

more valuable. Therefore,

We had a lot of time to do things

relationship between athlete
and coach... theirs is unique
in the sports world.
Gella and Eddy are both
extremely passionate, not
only in what they promise to

“My engagement
and volunteerism
for Beyond the
Moon have made
my life more
valuable.”

do, but also in what they

Beyond the Moon gets my
full support and I will
continue to proudly wear its
colours."

accomplish for and with

well used and testify how

Beyond the Moon. They help

hard these families need

us on a voluntary basis to

some relaxation, fun and

broaden our network so as to

enjoyment in life to help cope

increase and promote our

with the daily stress and fight

name awareness and

against the disease. They

possibly other fundraising

also teach us that many

actions in favour of our

hardships and challenges

charity.

that we, as healthy people,

‘together’ such as board games,
going to the beach, eating together,
cycling,... It was peaceful without
worries, because everything was
perfectly organised.

Learn more: www.gella.be

sometimes face are very

”social engagement
is very important”
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TREMENDOUSLY ENJOYED IT
It was an unforgettable holiday! We
tremendously enjoyed it. Once again
our sincere thank you.

Actions and donations
SUPPORTERS AND THEIR STORIES
We are very grateful for the support of large corporations, schools, associations, service
clubs, individuals, self-employed as well as small and medium sized businesses who have
opted for Beyond the Moon as the charity for their event or any other initiative. Each

SMILE FROM
BEGINNING TO END

donation makes a big difference to the work we do and for the many families we help.
Four students of the Campus de Vesten Herentals took part in the school project of the

It was fantastic! Our son had a smile

Lions Club Herentals. They made a presentation and sold cookies (€229.05). In addition,

on his face every day. He was radiant

thanks to their place in the finals, they were granted a cheque by this service club of €750 in

and full of happiness among all his

favour of our charity.

heroes. And, a super big and blissful
bed for him alone!

Mr and Mrs D. from Essen celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary and proposed to their
guests to donate a gift to Beyond the Moon instead of giving them flowers or a present; good
for €1.550. Read more on our website about: Make a special gift
Class 4 Trade of Xplus from Lommel set up a mini-enterprise and donated the profit of €100
following the sale of fruit salad, milkshake, lemonade and waffles.
Following the 2018 World Cup Football, Unilever employees made a prediction about the
Red Devils' results. The tickets of €10/person raised €950.
The Ambassador Club Waregem invited Beyond the Moon for a presentation about our work
and donated a contribution of €1.000.
Beyond Borders donated €492 for an adventurous journey ‘Who is the Saboteur?’ in which
participants could earn money for our charity.

IT WAS FANTASTIC
It was an unforgettable holiday for the
whole family. We don't have the

For the third year in a row, Inner Wheel Heist-op-den-Berg donated a nice cheque worth
€1.000 following a concert.
The fifth edition of ‘The Night of the Moon’, a hiking marathon of 42 km raised €1.200.

financial resources. We had the

Philips made a donation to deliver a bright spot in the life of a family with a seriously ill child.

opportunity to meet again with his

Castor Events in Heist-op-den-Berg organised an 'Oktoberfest' and donated €500.

dad. That was really great! We are

As a year-end action, Acerta Mechelen organised a sale of our Christmas cards and flower

very happy and we thank you for

bulbs; good for €734.

everything you've done.

Via Mic Mac Minuscule, Tim & Evelyne Lenders-Hens from Kontich, parents of a newborn,
put a second-hand birth list together and donated to our charity 10% of the list value worth
€220.

THEY WERE VERY HAPPY
We really had fun at Disney. All went
smooth. It was very well organised:
flight, taxi, accommodation, lunches
and dinners. Well done! The kids
really enjoyed this holiday. The smile
on our children's faces... They were
very happy and they still talk about

charitable actions
give a lot of satisfaction

this holiday and wish to be there.
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Our loyal volunteers Ann De Ridder
and Claude Maes manned a very
attractive Beyond the Moon booth
during the Christmas market in
Asse that raised no less than €627
for our charity. They sold beautiful
Christmas decorations, which
were made by Ann and the fellow

WE HAD THE TIME
OF OUR LIFE
This were the best three days. The
look on our children's face was
indescribable. Our sick son, who is
blind, had the most fantastic time. He
enjoyed all the rides and there were a
few rides he did more than once. In a
few words, we all had the time of our

students of Carpe Diem in Mollem. They were

life. Thank you so much. You will

also present at the Labyrinth (page 10) where

always be in our hearth and minds.

they animated children with 'fishing a present'
stand in exchange for a donation to our charity.
Golden Tulip Strandhotel Westduin in the Netherlands placed our collection box at the
reception and raised €350 in 2018. Also Autogrill and PREM Continental hotels in Belgium &
France placed our collection box and raised funds to offer a Beyond the Moon holiday to a
family with a sick child.
Some actions following ‘Music for Life 2018’:
Flower shop Kim Berden raised €200 via a collection box.
Cleaning company ‘Poetsbureau Haacht’ sold cards for our charity and raised €600.
The boys of youth club Wezel (Chiro) held a tennis tournament and donated €555.
The Ketnet Cake Sale and Winter Street at the Daltonschool 'De Talentuin' raised €430.

A VERY BIG GIFT

The General Manager of the Leopold Hotel Oudenaarde cycled 1 km for every euro he

It was fantastic what you have

received in favour of our charity. In 3 days, he collected €600.

arranged for our family. We had a

Big fun and laughters at the office of Halito! while narrating jokes - it generated €250.

wonderful holiday. It was really

A children's walk by KLJ Lembeke raised €75.

superb, a very big gift. We would like

Two sold-out performances with sketches, music and lots of entertainment by the members

to thank you for everything!

of the ' Bonte Hei ' in Pijpelheide raised a nice amount to make a local family happy with a
Beyond the Moon vacation.

CHERISH THIS FOR A LONG
TIME
Having been given this free Disney
vacation, and especially for our sick
son, was a wonderful experience that
we will appreciate and cherish for a
long time. We all especially
appreciated the VIP pass for the rides
and attractions, which allowed us to
make it even more worthwhile and
maximise the time spent in the parks
to the full potential of the Beyond the
Moon vacation. Thank you!
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To get lost in a maze for charity
A great corn maze, a wide range of eating facilities, fun-filled animation, nice music, a cosy summer atmosphere... and much more.
Everything the vzw Labyrinth Machelen organised from 3 to 19 August was much appreciated by the numerous visitors. Thanks to this very
successful second edition, the organisers donated a cheque worth €5.666,66 to Beyond the Moon and two other charities. We are very
grateful to Peter, Arthur and Jesse for this generous contribution.

A COURT WITH A HEART
Following Music for Life 2018 the Court in Bruges organised
several fundraisers. Katrien Robberechts was the driving force
behind all these actions. Together with her team, she collected
the nice amount of €4.007,70.
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Saint-Michiels College success story
During the school year 2017-2018, fundraisers were held by the
pupils and teachers of Saint-Michiels College in Schoten. During
the closing event on 16 May, they handed over a provisional
cheque worth €13.500! Get
inspired by their activities
(although the list is not
exhaustive): sale of food balls
for birds, candy bags,
watermelon, mandarins,
sandwiches, ice cream, fresh
pancakes, homemade waffles,
donuts, apples and pears,
handmade buttons, chips and soft drinks,... A lesson marathon
was held as well as the raffle of an iPhone8. The students
requested music in exchange of a contribution in the courtyard. A
collection of old mobile phones and laptops, chores for charity, a
car wash, the organisation of a food fair at school, movie
afternoons with popcorn and much more. A teacher let his
colleagues pledge a donation for a dinner party and cooked for a
limited group of teachers. Another teacher had a pop-up shop in the
teachers' room with homemade goodies. Pupils manned the bar and the cashier during a stage performance and donated the proceeds of the
try-out to Beyond the Moon.

And there were more actions after May! A dinner party for gym teachers, a game with all
kinds of challenges and a party to end the school year in style, raised a bonus worth
€1.547,55 “We are so proud of our students! Moreover, it is very nice to see where the
money is going to. The presentation of Beyond the Moon (thanks to our teacher
Elisabeth van Dyck) and the cooperation was received with great enthusiasm. Our pupils

and our strong team of teachers have made it successful
together,” said Mrs. Wuyts, director of the Saint-Michiels
College.
“I am not often speechless, but the dedication and enthusiasm
of this school have really overwhelmed me. Healthy children
who are so committed to support sick children is extremely
heartwarming. That is why it was also important that we could
tell them, before the end of the school year in June, who
would benefit from a Beyond the Moon holiday during the
summer months. This made their support tangible. As a
school, they have collected the highest amount ever for our
charity. They can be very proud of it,” said Pascale Somers,
Beyond the Moon Manager.
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Mother’s Day Gift Fair
On May 1st, team members of the Corinthia Palace Hotel & Spa and
our Manager Pascale Somers had the honour to welcome the Hon. Dr.
Joseph Muscat, Prime Minister of Malta, at their popular ‘Perfect
Mother's Day Gift Fair’. Pascale had the pleasure to tell him about our
loyal partnership with several Maltese companies and foundations and to
inform him that already 94 Maltese families with a sick child had enjoyed
a carefree holiday. Unlike previous years, this year's fair took place in
one day, but it was the biggest success ever. The team collected no less
than €5.228, allowing at least another Maltese family to go on a Beyond
the Moon vacation. On
behalf of Beyond the
Moon, we would like to
thank the entire hotel
team, exhibitors, visitors
and hotel guests for
their commitment and
contribution to our
charity.

for Maltese families
with a sick child
FIRST GLAMOROUS GALA DINNER, CHARITY AUCTION & AFTER-PARTY
On the small island of Malta, Marisa
Xuereb (page 26) is the driving force
behind many fundraisers in favour of
Beyond the Moon. In 2018, she
decided to organise a gala for the first
time at her employer, the Corinthia
Palace Hotel & Spa, ideal venue for
such an event. She negotiated with
Elena Delisse (Family & Service Administrator
Beyond the Moon) and Marisa Xuereb.

sponsors and made publicity on the
national television channel. It was a
successful and glamorous evening with
a delicious dinner, an auction, a
performance by the famous cabaret
artist Ceri Dupree and an after-party
until the early hours. A nice amount of
€4.260 was collected, which will allow
another Maltese family to enjoy a
Beyond the Moon vacation.
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THE SUCCESS OF THE CHRISTMAS FAIR AT CORINTHIA PALACE HOTEL & SPA
For many years, the Christmas market at Corinthia Palace Hotel & Spa is a very successful event
that attracts many visitors and exhibitors, who contribute to the good cause. The 2018 edition raised
the record sum of €6.880. "The tremendous commitment and dedication of Marisa are the reasons for
the huge success of our annual Christmas market in the hotel," said Adrian Attard, General Manager
at Corinthia Palace Hotel & Spa.

VERY NICE HOLIDAYS
These were very nice holidays for
the whole family. It really did us good
and we ate very well. For us, this
were the best holidays so far.

ACTIVITIES BY AND FOR ‘DE LA RUE’ EMPLOYEES

SEE THE HAPPINESS
IN HER EYES
Most definitely this will be a holiday

De La Rue in Malta has chosen to enter into a long-term collaboration with Beyond the Moon and

which we will never forget. We have

to annually organise at least two activities with their employees. This resulted in a car wash and a

been spoiled from the very first day

nice contribution following their annual glamorous Oscars Night. The Oscars Night is about awards

we knew we were going to

given to staff members for their hard work and perseverance. Thanks to their support, a Maltese
family with a sick child will also enjoy a carefree holiday in 2019.

Disneyland till our last moments
heading back home. Our daughter is
non-verbal, but we could see the
happiness in her eyes and the way
she acted. We, as parents, had a
very good break from the tiring daily
routine. We had a fantastic time
together. Everything was just perfect.
Thank you!
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FOR THE SECOND YEAR IN A ROW ‘LIGHTS FOR JANNE’ IN AID OF BEYOND THE MOON
In 2015, Annemie & Pieter’s daughter Janne (16 months) lost the fight against a bacterial infection. For the second year in a row, they
decided to raise money for Beyond the Moon during 'Music for Life
2018'. "We collected the wonderful amount of €13.174,04. All the
2950 candles were sold, good for an amount of €3.300. We would
like to thank all the people and organisations, who supported our
action and often organised themselves an additional fundraiser."
An overview: Physiotherapist-Practice Reactive was the driving
force behind 'Reactive for Janne' and raised €4.418,53. A Quiz
was fully booked and raised €1.885. Youth club ‘De Meeste for
Janne' opened its doors for a whole week and raised €750. The
appetizers sale during the Halloween tour raised €520. The sale of
ham and chicory rolls raised €405. In addition, wonderful
contributions were also donated by, among others, SBB accountants &
Adviseurs, the Christmas Friends of Hijfte, Delicacy butcher Erik & Mia,
Butcher-Traiteur Johan & Martine, Flore Group, Energy Conscious Living,...
"When enumerating one risks to forget some people, so a big thank you to all
those who bought a candle, drank a pint, practised sports, joined the quiz
night, had a massage, ate something, etc. at the numerous actions to the
benefit of Beyond the Moon" said Annemie, mother of Janne. Annemie stood
with a whole group of sympathisers from Zaffelare and its surroundings on
the Music for Life stage. She told her story and explained what drove her to
do this again for Beyond the Moon:
“When our daughter was still alive, we went on holidays with her and we still
cherish those beautiful memories together. It is important as a family to
experience fun and quality-time together. This also especially applies to
families with a seriously ill child. That's why we support Beyond the Moon!"

ALSO HELLO BANK! AGAIN SUPPORTED BEYOND THE MOON
Like last year, Hello bank! did its best to raise as much money as possible for our charity.The
blue bank had a booth in each participating city of the Warmathons where the visitors could
take a 'thermie'. Each runner and spectator could make his own 'thermie' – a kind of
thermographic selfie – and share it on the social media. Per shared 'thermie' Hello bank!
pledged an extra euro for Beyond the Moon. That action was successful as more than 700
'thermies' were taken at the booths. Furthermore, the staff of Hello
Bank! had an original initiative. On 17 December, they organised a
'Christmas Auction' based on the principle that all employees had to
bring a gift. With that present, they had to add a short and
mysterious description of its content, to allow colleagues to bid to
win this gift. The auction went well, the atmosphere was fantastic
and about twenty gifts raised a total of €1.400. Thanks to all these initiatives and with the financial support of the
BNP Paribas Fortis Foundation – which donated €1.000 – Hello Bank! raised a total of €7.500.
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Sports supporters
CYCLING THROUGH AND
AROUND DUBLIN
For the second year in a row, employees
of PREM Group’s Irish head office
participated in the Dublin Bike Ride. The

ENJOYED TO THE FULLEST

team consisted of 16 riders who had

We enjoyed this holiday to the fullest.

successfully finished the cycling track of

The children will always remember the

65 km or 105 km. They were sponsored

nice forest and the huge indoor

by colleagues, family and friends and

playground. The friendliness of the

raised €1.536,26.

staff at Park Molenheide was also
great. Thanks a million for this
fantastic week!

BIKE CHALLENGE AS A TEAMBUILDING
At Eurogenerics NV/SA (EG NV/SA),
organising fundraisers for a charity is a
tradition. On the one hand, they sponsor
colleagues who are actively doing work for
a good cause and, on the other, they

REUNITE AND FREE
OUR MINDS
Our family has been rather dismantled
for the last few years. The events of
life have kept us away from each

annually hold a Bike Challenge. During
this team event, employees were given a
sporty objective to be achieved and, in
return, EG NV/SA donated a gift to our
charity; good for €2500.

other. Thanks to you, this stay allowed
us to reunite for more than a few
hours, which had not happened for
years. The Disney magic made us
forget our everyday life problems
during three days, allowing us to enjoy

A DUO JUMP - SKYDIVING TO
THE BENEFIT OF BEYOND THE
MOON

these moments as a family. The

Four employees of the London

complete organisation that was made

headquarters of Wyndham Hotels &

for us eased the stay and freed our

Resorts made a duo jump and got

minds, so that we could focus on the

sponsored for charity. A challenge that

positive. In a daily grind punctuated by

was never done before in aid of Beyond

illness and family problems, this is

the Moon and resulted in the collection of

priceless and it tremendously moved
us.

€240!

sports activities
benefit the team spirit
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Sports supporters
ROWING FOR CHARITY
At the beginning of this year many brave
ladies of the Royal Rowing Club Bruges
participated in our New Years' dive in
Ostend (page 18). Since then, Beyond the

CELEBRATING HOLIDAY
TOGETHER
We will cherish forever the magical
moments we have experienced as a
family in Disneyland! There was a lot
to do for everyone of us and almost

Moon is dear to their heart and they
decided to organise a rowing event on
December 2, 2018 in favour of Beyond the
Moon during Music for Life 2018 action.
About 220 rowers had big fun and raised
€1.157,70.

everything was wheelchair accessible,
so we could really celebrate a family
holiday together. We enjoyed the nice
hotel room, the many attractions, the
good service,... and we really didn't
have to worry about anything. Many
thanks!

RUNNING, WALKING AND CYCLING FOR BEYOND THE MOON
For the first time, Sunparks Oostduinkerke and Sunparks De Haan undertook a charitable
action during Music for Life 2018. Staff, guests and local residents were invited to various sporty
actions: a 5 km run in the park, a 16 km
beach walk and a 66 km bicycle ride to
Wachtebeke, where they handed over a
cheque in aid of Beyond the Moon. After
all participants had enjoyed a
complimentary breakfast, the beach walk
departed at 09:00 a.m. from
Oostduinkerke towards De Haan, or vice
versa, and all the participants met each
other halfway. On the way, drinks and a

ENJOYED EVERY MINUTE

lunch were provided. The way back to the

For a long time, we didn’t have a
holiday, because of the illness of our
daughter. We were very happy to go

departure point was made by public
transportation. The participation

as a family to Disneyland. We enjoyed

fee was donated to Beyond the

every minute of our vacation. Thank

Moon and everyone received a

you very much!

nice shirt!

Everyone was

welcome, also hikers with a dog. It
was a lovely and relaxing day at
the Belgian coast, with a bright
sunshine and a blue sky. Worth
repeating! A great sum of €3.260
was proudly handed over.

SMILE ON THEIR FACE

make sports activities
accessible to everyone

There is nothing like the smile on your
children's face.
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SPEND TIME AS A FAMILY
We had a wonderful time at
Disneyland Paris. It was great to
spend time as a family in this
magical place, having fun. It was
really a dream come true.
The boys especially loved meeting
Mickey Mouse and the Incredibles.
They really believe they got to meet
their superheroes and haven't

Annual charity golf day in Ireland

stopped talking about it.

A RECORD AMOUNT WAS RAISED TO MAKE MORE IRISH FAMILIES HAPPY
For the fifth year in a row, it was a great

would like to thank our host Tulfarris Hotel &

honour for our charity to be linked to the

Golf Resort, as well as all the club members

annual PREM Group & Trinity Hospitality Golf

and participants for their generous

Tournament, which again took place at the

contributions. At the awards ceremony, Jim

Tulfarris Hotel & Golf Resort on 12 June. "It

Murphy took the opportunity to share his

was a special day for the more than 170

engagement towards our charity with all

golfers, who enjoyed a great day on this

attendees. Jim takes the time to personally

beautiful golf course. We were joined by the

contact each Irish family to wish them a

touring professional Simon Thornton, who

pleasant Beyond the Moon vacation. This

hosted two clinics and played a few shots with

makes the company's support very tangible

each team on the course. Thanks to the

and transparent, and this is one of the reasons

TRAVEL WITH A SICK CHILD

commitment and dedication of the entire

why Beyond the Moon is PREM Group's

We had an amazing holiday. I will

PREM Group team, we managed to achieve

preferred charity for many years.

our goal of € 25.000 for Beyond the Moon,“
concluded Jim Murphy, Prem Group CEO. We

never forget the looks of delight on
our children’s faces as they

Another golf tournament at the Tulfarris Hotel
& Golf Resort hosted by Simon Thornton & Pat
Barrett (Golf Development Manager at
Tulfarris) raised €325.

discovered all the playgrounds, the
swimming pool, etc. This was our
first holiday since our daughter’s
diagnosis and one that we thought
would not be possible. It has opened
our eyes as to how it is possible to
travel with a sick child. Thank you so
much for the wonderful holiday

Simon Thornton, Tulfarris Tournament Professional
and Jim Murphy, CEO PREM Group

networking & golf
a win-win situation
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lange

2018 New Year’s jump into the North Sea at Ostend
A great atmosphere, many laughters and lots of fun guaranteed with the Beyond the Moon group during the New Year's jump in Ostend.
Thanks to the presence of our godmother Gella Vandecaveye, we were mentioned in several online newspapers. Sincere thanks to the
Mercure Hotel Ostend for the warm welcome, the hot shower and the delicious pancakes and waffles. Thanks to all our participants and
especially to the ladies of the Royal Rowing Club Bruges, who were largely present for our good cause! Do you also want to put our charity
in the spotlight during a next fresh dip in the North Sea? Let us know.

playful & sports challenges
for more visibility
’DAY OF THE SUN’ - HIKING MARATHON OF 42 KM
Six teachers from the Sint-Lambertus Institute in Heist-op-denBerg wore our shirt during the 42 km walking marathon to give
visibility to our charity. One of the teachers had enjoyed a

WARMATHON - MUSIC FOR LIFE 2018
For the third consecutive year, the
hard core of the Beyond the Moon
joggers participated in the

Beyond the Moon holiday with her family in the past and hence

Warmathon Ghent, under the

was even more motivated to take up this challenge with her

approving eye of our godmother

colleagues. They all reached the finish line on time.

Gella and her coach Eddy Vinckier.

Congratulations for this top performance!

Our top jogger Luc Waterlot also ran
the Warmathon in Bruges.
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Loyal partnerships
Without sponsors & partners, as an unsubsidised association,
Beyond the Moon would neither exist nor be able to organise
each week a holiday for a family with a seriously ill child.
Because we do not claim governmental support, loyal
partnerships are essential to meet the growing number of
family requests. We are proud to mention the sponsors &
partners, who trust us for many years and that also supported
us with a donation or an in-kind contribution in 2018. We also
thank all individuals, who express their support by means of a
permanent banking order or an annual gift.

We support you again!

Beyond the Moon is not only very grateful, but also very proud of

"We are very happy and very satisfied with the concrete
feedback we received last year following our donation.
Therefore, it is with great pleasure that my husband Henry
and I reiterate our support to your charity in 2018, in order
to offer once again a carefree Beyond the Moon holiday to
more families with a seriously ill child,” said Nicole Aerden
to Pascale Somers, Beyond the Moon Manager. The
continuation of their support was sealed by a warm
handshake. We are very grateful to Henri and Nicole for
their trust and support.

this 10-year partnership with the law firm Linklaters. Every year,
we can count on a
financial contribution to
provide a carefree
vacation to a few
families. In addition, in
2018 we could also rely on their knowledge and expertise regarding
the GDPR (Global Data Protection Regulation) so that, as a charity,
we can be in compliance with this new European law officially
applicable since 25 May 2018.

‘Thank you’ also to all the faithful
individuals for your donation
The C&A Foundation already supports us for nine years in a row with their year-end sale of
adorable cuddly toys. Thanks to their programme C&A | together, we were able to make 121
families happy. "C&A annually supports various
national and international charities. Since 2010,
C&A Belgium/Luxembourg is very fond of
Beyond the Moon. This non-profit organisation
makes our support very tangible through thank
you letters or cards, holiday photos and even
children's drawings that we spontaneously
receive from the families after they enjoyed their
cost-free holiday. Thanks to this transparency,
the charity actually has a face. The mission of
Beyond the Moon translates and develops into a
beautiful story in which C&A plays a part with
great pleasure and satisfaction. This motivates
us to support Beyond the Moon once again this year with the sale of these adorable alpaca
cuddly toys,“ said Eva Van Elst, Communication Manager Belgium/Luxembourg.
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Loyal partnerships
Helping charities is undoubtedly part of the DNA of
the family business Schoenen Torfs. Since 2010,
Beyond the Moon can annually count on the
support of Torfs. As a result, we offered 45 happy

YOU MADE US HAPPY

family holidays on their behalf. In addition, the

We had a lot of fun and you made us

proceeds from their second-hand footwear action in

happy. Last year our son always

2018 were distributed among all their charities,

stayed at the hospital and this year it

including Beyond the Moon.

fortunately went better with him so we
could have fun. The children loved the
kids paradise as well as the large
swimming pool. We also enjoyed our
bike rides in the forest. You are so
very kind and sweet. Thanks for
everything.

Our pleasant cooperation with the gentlemen of the Lions Club
Sint-Martens Latem is based on mutual respect and trust.
Since 2010, after their annual Christmas village, this service
club gives us a donation to offer a carefree Beyond the Moon
holiday to a family with a seriously ill child.

For many years, Equilibre3 supports our charity to
make a difference in the life of families with a seriously
ill child. At the end of this year, the EQ3 mentors had
the choice to donate their registration discount for the
year-end workshops to Beyond the Moon. You
recognise the donors with "A heart for charity" red logo
on www.equilibre3.be/mentoren. The amount collected
was tripled by Hilde Marinus, EQ3 Manager, to €3.075
and will be well used to offer a carefree family holiday

ENJOY NICE TIME TOGETHER

to a family with a sick child in 2019.

The whole week, we enjoyed the nice
time together: the beautiful weather,
the super cool holiday village, the
action at the laser game and the quiet
feeding of the ducks. It was nice that
we could go to the swimming pool
together with our sick son. The

G4S Belgium is a loyal partner of Beyond the Moon, who makes us a donation on an annual
basis to offer a carefree vacation to families with a sick child. Since 2009, they made the very
heartwarming decision not to send presents to business relations, but instead they donate this
budgeted amount to our charity. This beautiful message is communicated on their New Year
greeting card and helps spread our mission. Thank you so much!

lifeguards were very helpful. All praise
for your organisation and of course for
the sponsors for making such
vacations possible!
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In-kind support
Check of our books
Beyond the Moon does not consciously rely on
government support, but generates its yearly
income by fundraising and the generosity of
individuals, service clubs, schools, companies,
etc. It is crucial to us that our charity is fully
transparent regarding its revenues and the use
thereof. We translate our ethos of openness in
the implementation of strict procedures to
guarantee the good governance of our
organisation and by submitting our books to a
yearly external audit. During our annual General
Assembly meeting on 18 June 2018, Moore Stephens, the audit firm that examines our financial reporting, reported to our members. Emiel De
Smedt, partner & auditor, could conclude that, based on his review, nothing has come to its attention that causes to believe that the 2017
financial statements do not give a true and fair view of the size and composition of the association's assets and of the result for the financial
year ended 31 December 2017.

“The voluntary contribution and input from our accountant Condor and the external audit by Moore Stephens are very
important. We are extremely grateful for their support, already more than 13 years. Together, we closely monitor that the
donations are properly spent by our charity. In addition, obtaining in-kind support (such as free designs and printing, free
shipping, free website, free meeting facilities, etc.) is very important because we thereby save on expenses. It’s obvious that it
takes extra time and efforts to also achieve this, but it does benefit our figures every year, which means we can offer more
families with a seriously ill child an unforgettable family holiday,” said Pascale Somers, Beyond the Moon Manager & CoFounder

OTHER LOYAL AND NEW IN-KIND SUPPORTERS
Lieve Myvis, Manager of Kristal-Worldwide Exhibition Logistics in Zaventem, supports Beyond the
Moon since its inception in 2005. “It is with great pleasure that Kristal takes care of the logistics and
shipping of promotional material to Beyond the Moon sponsors. This association can count on all our
support and collaboration, not just today or tomorrow, but for many more years.”
Black Lion in Kortrijk is our web partner for many years and takes the expenses related to our website for
its own account.

Hotel Dolce La Hulpe Brussels offered us a meeting room, with snacks and drinks, for our annual
General Assembly meeting.

Since 2018, we have a new in-kind partner. Crossmark in Bonheiden is a full service agency where
communication and service are paramount. For the design of our flower bulb action flyer (applicable in
Belgium), they creatively used the right words and images.
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For the printing of our new flyer for the flower bulb action, we were able to rely on the support of
Antilope De Bie Printing.
Flights, train tickets and more are booked for our families at Connections that offers a good service and
does not charge us the administrative boeking fee.

Our vacation partners
THEY TAKE CARE OF THE WARM WELCOME OF OUR FAMILIES
Beyond the Moon collaborates with the below mentioned holiday partners. The family may possibly choose between a quiet holiday village or
Disneyland Resort Paris, once all the criteria, as well as the advantages and disadvantages have been discussed with the child's primary
care physician. Is the child fit enough for all our holiday destinations? Should some stimuli be avoided? Can the sick child go into a
subtropical swimming pool? Can all the medical equipment and needs be arranged on site, regardless of the destination? In short, the doctor
can be asked to help in assessing which holiday destination is most suitable. Most families prefer to stay close to home, so the trip is not too
tiring for the sick child. For medically complicated situations, together with the doctor and the family, we can opt for a holiday destination
located nearby a hospital. Therefore, the holiday destinations are first thoroughly discussed and assessed with the child's primary care
physician who, upon mutual agreement, delivers his written medical authorisation for this family vacation with the sick child.

customised
vacation packages
The family cannot submit a preference for or choose a specific holiday village. Beyond
the Moon determines this in consultation with the holiday partner(s). The possibilities
are investigated according to the availability for the preferred travel dates, the size of
the family, the age of the child(ren), the medical needs of the sick child, etc. We
provide a customised vacation package according to the needs of the family and in
function of the sick child.
This is a chart of the 50 holiday bookings that were actually completed in 2018. We
had 55 on-going family files, but we unfortunately had to cancel one file because of the
early passing away of the sick child. The other files cancelled in 2018, due to the
health condition of the sick child, are pending and will be re-booked as soon as we
receive the medical authorisation from the doctor.
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A wonderful family day with many happy faces at Center Parcs Erperheide
There was so much to do! The weather couldn't spoil the fun. “The absentees were wrong,” concluded the attendees. We were well prepared
for a warm welcome of all our guests. The free walk went off immediately and the families enthusiastically carried out all the fun tasks along the
trail: recognising animal tracks, helping build a hotel for insects, planting flower bulbs, inaugurating the bulb area, petting animals, etc. Each
family had a beautiful family photo taken before enjoying our spaghetti buffet in the restaurant. Other park activities were on the programme,
such as climbing, swimming at the Aqua Mundo, driving gocarts, etc. In between, they also went along to our makeup artist Michael and
enjoyed a respite moment to colour a Saint Nicolas shoe that they finished at our craft table in the Market Dome. Many children proudly
handed out their shoe to Saint-Nicolas and his helpers in exchange for some goodies. The visit to Saint-Nicolas’ house was a great way to end
up this lovely family day at Center Parcs Erperheide! It is with great satisfaction that we look back to this wonderful day and we hope to
welcome everyone again in the future. A big thank you to all those involved, including our volunteers and the photographers Bjorn, Jeroen and
Steve, who did a great job by capturing this fantastic family day on photos!

Family-Fun-Food Day 2018
with spaghetti buffet and walk in the park
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Beyond the Moon Awards
SILVER AWARD FOR CORINTHIA PALACE HOTEL & SPA
Beyond the Moon has been an integral part of Corinthia Palace Hotel & Spa for many
years. Every year, they
organise several small
events and some big events
(pages 12-13) to raise funds
for Beyond the Moon in
favour of Maltese families.
We are very grateful to loyal companies

The hotel team, with Marisa

and foundations for their long-term

Xuereb (page 26) as driving

collaboration. In gratitude for their trust

force behind everything

and support, we recognise them with

related to corporate social

Awards. It concerns different categories

responsibility, deserves our

of awards (bronze, silver, ruby, gold,

Silver Award on behalf of 20

etc). Each category represents an

Maltese families with a sick child. At their very first Gala evening to the benefit of our charity

increasing number of families with a

(page 12), Elena Delisse, our Family Administrator, handed out this award to David

sick child who, thanks to the sponsor's

Woodward, former hotel General Manger.

financial contribution, could enjoy an
unforgettable Beyond the Moon family
vacation. In 2018, Awards were given
to two Maltese partners.

SILVER AWARD FOR
‘THE LADYBIRD FOUNDATION’
The Ladybird Foundation is a Maltese charity that supports families
with a sick child. Since 2013, they send Maltese families to Disneyland
in Paris with the logistics assistance and organisational know-how of
Beyond the Moon. Our Manager,
Pascale Somers, had the honour to
hand out the Beyond the Moon
Silver Award to Steve Apap
Bologna, President of The Ladybird
Foundation on behalf of 20 families.
We look forward to working with
them for many more years.
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MARISA, OUR SECOND
BEYOND THE MOON
AMBASSADOR IN MALTA
“Marisa truly deserves this
recognition. Her dedication goes well
beyond fundraising. She even looks
for families who are eligible for a
Beyond the Moon vacation. She
contacts and assists them whenever
they need help for their vacation of a
lifetime. She also networks to spread
the Beyond the Moon mission across
Malta. Even the President H.E.
Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca is aware

Recognition for commitment & dedication
’AMBASSADOR AWARD’ FOR MARISA XUEREB

of what we do together for Maltese
families. Marisa is a humble person
very dedicated to caring for others. A
person with a big warm heart and an

Marisa Xuereb, Administration Manager at

hotel, are eager to raise additional funds to

example for many of us,” said

Corinthia Palace Hotel & Spa, dedicates a lot

offer a Beyond the Moon holiday to more

Pascale Somers.

of time to charity projects and is the catalyst

Maltese families with a sick child.”

for some very successful fundraising at this
hotel. Marisa's decision to help others is

Marisa oversees fundraising efforts and has

largely due to the fact that her son, Adam,

helped raise over €95K for Beyond the

has special needs. It was Adam's birth and

Moon, allowing 24 families to enjoy a cost-

childhood that actually inspired her to start

free Beyond the Moon vacation. On 2 May,

the charity work, to which she is so

Marisa received from Pascale Somers,

dedicated. It wasn't until 2006 that Marisa

Manager and Inspirer of Beyond the Moon,

first heard about Beyond the Moon.

the 'Ambassador Award’ with the
corresponding certificate as a sign of

“Helping people in need is very rewarding. I

recognition and gratitude.

can no longer imagine my life and work
without some kind of connection to this
charity Beyond the Moon,” says Marisa. “I’m
very grateful to my employer for giving me
the chance to work on charity projects,
whether through our annual fairs, secondhand furniture sales or internal fundraisers.

“I can no longer
imagine my life and
work without
Beyond the Moon.”

Note: Sandra Chetcuti was the first
Beyond the Moon Ambassador to be
nominated in Malta back in 2013.
She continues to be dedicated to our
charity and keeps her position.

Beyond the Moon has become dear to the
heart of the whole team and they all grew to
love it too, which is something I enormously
appreciate. I know that we all, both my own
family and my family (colleagues) here at the
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A DREAM COME TRUE
Once again we thank you
wholeheartedly for giving us this
memorable experience. It was a
well-deserved break and we could
actually not believe how lucky we
were to be able to enjoy time abroad
with the whole family. It was a dream
come true. It was a wonderful
experience and we made the most

Judo initiation as a reward

out of it. We saw lots of landmarks
and museums and even the kids got

A PLEASANT TEAM BUILDING BY OUR GODMOTHER GELLA VANDECAVEYE

into it. Disneyland was really
magical, thanks to the pass we were

The pupils of class 6EM1 at the college

school hours on a Wednesday morning never

Saint-Michiels in Schoten have raised the

went by so fast! As ex-judoka (6th dan - red/

emotional, because when our son

most funds during the school year

white belt), Gella taught students some judo

was sick fighting cancer, one of the

2017-2018. One of their actions consisted in

terms, in an instructive and fun way, such as

motivations to fight was that, when

the purchase of an

Rei, Hajime, Matte, etc.

he's well enough the whole family

iPhone8 followed by the

Lots of laughter, rather

will go to Disneyland. This was

sale of tickets (€ 3,00 per
ticket) to all interested
fellow students at school.
An innocent hand drew

“They did what we do in
judo. With a minimum of
efforts achieve a
maximum result,” said
zei Gella.

on rides within minutes. It was also

tough warm-up exercises

before I even knew that this could be

and a couple of judo

made possible via Beyond the Moon.

this

Since the horrible news about our

unprecedented team

child, I never stop appreciating the

grips

made

activity unforgettable. The

importance of family time and

15-year old, who won this IPhone8. In short,

icing on the cake, as extra surprise, everyone

quality-time with our kids. They grow

in no time and with limited efforts, they

was able to try on Gella's two Olympic

quickly and easily raised over €2.000! As a

medals around the neck!

the winning number of a

unique reward and in gratitude for their

up too quickly and sometimes life
absorbs you in this whirlpool of
duties and the days just roll by. To
see my son and the whole family

originality, the 6EM1 class received a judo-

spending such quality, fun time

initiation from our godmother Gella. Two

together away from the routine and
worries back home, is something I'll
cherish and appreciate for life.

KISS actions
Keep It Small & Simple
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How can you help?
ANY IDEA CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIFE OF A FAMILY WITH A SICK CHILD
Beyond the Moon gives you plenty of guidance and support to expand your CSR experience. We tell your story in our communication,
both for internal and external use. We ensure a win-win situation and we together build a long-term partnership, whereby mutual
respect and gratitude are important.
Spread our mission and invite others to support us. Each contribution help us improve the quality of life of families with a sick child
and will have an immediate, positive and long-lasting impact on those families, who most need our help.
Beyond the Moon can annually count on the support of a number of loyal partners, who fully cover the operating costs. We do not spend a
single euro for advertising or renting (our employees work from home). We can count on free media and marketing and word-of-mouth.
Each donation to our charity is fully used to offer a family vacation to families with a seriously ill child.
The many actions and activities we have mentioned in this annual newsletter are examples and are related to one or more of the ways
listed below to help us. These are described in detail on our website.

We would also like to put our Christmas cards action in the
spotlight, which we reiterate on a yearly basis to spread our
mission and increase awareness. At the request of sponsors and
individuals, we design custom-made cards in the desired
language and that can be personalised with text and logo.

Simple: Support us with a donation
Each donation larger than or equal to €40,00 (cumulated over one year) entitles you to a
tax reduction of 45% of the amount of your donation (but provided you do not receive
anything of any value in return) and therefore actually costs you ONLY €22. Beyond the
Moon is a recognised non-profit organisation that can issue tax-deductible receipts (only
applicable in Belgium). Hence, should you support our work with a donation, you will
receive a tax-deductible receipt by post during the first quarter of the following year.
Thanks in advance!

do you plan an action or need help?
contact us
Zandstraat 27 K
B- 2223 Schriek (Heist-op-den-Berg)
Belgium
📞 (+32)(0)15 23 36 82
E-mail: contactbtm@beyondthemoon.org
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